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Chapter 6.
Language and Communication

Figure 6.1: Example of American Sign Language for the word “cat” (left). The fingers are drawn away from the
upper lip in a way that suggests stroking the whiskers of a cat. Finger spelling for “cat” (right). (check permission)Formally, languages are systems for reating espeially omplex and novel representations. Funtionally,natural languages failitate human ommuniation and soial interation (6.5.1) are those in whihmeanings an be spei�ed unambiguously.

6.1. Natural LanguageNatural language is muh more ambiguous than formal languages suh as omputer programminglanguages. Context and metaphor an ompletely alter the semantis of a natural language sentene.Indeed, there is ambiguity at many levels. It is unlear in the sentene \The woman saw the man withthe binoulars," exatly who has the binoulars. The ontext in whih these sentenes are spoken orused help us to understand these ases. Even when the syntax of a sentene is very simple, the semantisof language may be subtle. Consider the use of metaphor in the sentene \The old man drank in thesenery"; people must possess a very nuaned understanding of language to understand usage suh asthis. Unlike a formal language, where usage rules are delimited at the outset, natural language is asoial artifat (6.4.0); it is ative and dynami. Words an hange their meaning over time as prior usesbeome outdated, and di�erent strutures and styles are dropped or adopted. Understanding naturallanguage has as muh to do with ontext, as with learning or memorizing usage rules. Some tehniquesof natural language proessing are desribed in (10.4.0).Natural language proessing is a frontier of information siene. Thus far, only limited progress hasbeen made in reating omputers that understand and an interpret natural language. Obviously,the ability to ommuniate with omputers in this way would o�er great bene�ts. However, naturallanguage is used in various forms inluding text (10.1.0), visual language (11.2.4), and speeh (11.3.3), andeah modality has its own idiosynrasies. We will examine topis onerning natural language and itsomponents. Later, we will look at tehniques for proessing natural language (10.4.0).Language allows the ommuniation of omplex ideas. Utilizing language is a means of interation.Language games [63]. This should be ompared to the mathematial de�nition of languages.Symboli representations versus distributed representations. As we have seen, human language is oftena tool for persuasion and it is heavily ontext dependent.
6.1.1. Characteristics of Natural LanguageNot only is natural language ambiguous, it is also often highly redundant. This helps to ensure thetransmission of the message, and makes language robust in the fae of distortion, suh as with aentedspeakers or noisy environments. It is often easy to guess a missing or garbled word. That is, thesemantis are intertwined with ontext. Coherene of meaning.
6.1.2. Varieties of Natural LanguageHuman language is amazingly diverse. Beyond the obvious di�erenes between langauges there aredi�erenes within languages in jargon and ulture The di�erenes among languages reate a hugehuman ost through bloked ommuniation. Not only are there di�erent languages but even for a
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Human Languages
Differences among Natural Languages There are more than 3000 human languages. Human languagesdi�er from eah other in many ways: strutures, semantis, alphabets (10.1.1), word segmentation (10.1.5),and word sense (6.2.3); for example. This is apparent in areas related to sensory pereption, suh as thede�nition of olors. In Russian, for instane, there is no single word for \blue"; it is neessary to de�nethat olor in terms of its being either light blue (goluboy) or dark blue (siniy). As another example,the English word \y" exists in approximately 40 di�erent senses when translated into in German inaddition to its multiple meanings in English.Languages also vary in struture. Languages vary in \ase order". Grammars versus inetion. Thestruture of words and of phrases also di�er aross languages. Typially, English is Subjet-Verb-Objet(SVO) { John went home. Other languages are di�erent. Objet-Subjet-Verb (OSV) { Home Yodawent.Evolution of languages.There an also substantial di�erenes within what is widely onsidered to be a single language. Ofourse there many variants of English and even regional di�erenes with the U.S. (Fig. 6.2) [?℄. Indeed,there are strong regional di�erenes in language in Tweets. Geographi topi models.

Figure 6.2: Regional differences in Tweets[3]. (check permission).

Cultural Differences and Language While they may seem separate, a people's ulture and languageare related to one another in omplex ways. Culture is inextriably intertwined with language; thisimportant intersetion is studied extensively in \soiolinguistis" (6.4.4). Language helps to de�ne andeven perpetuate ultural di�ernes. Linguo-ultural di�erenes may be so pronouned that translationfrom one language to another is essentially impossible without extensive explanation (6.1.2). For example,many Polynesian ultures have a fundamental di�erent approah to diretions than in Western soieties.In Japan and Korea, great are must be taken to use the proper honori�s in onversation to expressrespet for the person with whom one is speaking. Use of language by gender. Use of by young people.
Evolution of Natural Languages Cognitive fators and ultural fators suh as assimilation.Speakers of a language tend to prefer simple statements and expressions. Language adapts to omplex-ity. The \priniple of least e�ort" suggests that ommon expressions tend to be shortened over time

[65]. For instane, niknames are usually muh shorter than full names. This is another example ofindividuals managing ognitive e�ort (4.3.3)Semanti drift as hanges in the meanings of words.Endangered languages (Fig. 6.4).
Modalities of Natural LanguageNatural language also rosses sensory modalities. It inludes written text, speeh (11.3.3) or verbal
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Figure 6.3: Spread of human language.

Figure 6.4: Ishi, The last Yahi Indian and the last native speaker of the Yahi language. (check permission)ommuniation, and sign language. Moreover, fae-to-fae ommuniation usually inludes gestures
(11.4.1) and referenes to objets in the environment, whih are, tehnially speaking, not part of thelanguage itself, but are nonetheless well understood. Sign language, though seemingly limited, possessesall the subtleties of spoken language. In fat, there are two ommon forms of sign language: one in whihonepts are represented with gestures, and the other in whih words are spelled out. Fig. 6.1 showsexamples of eah: a sign-language gesture (left) and �nger spelling (right). Continuum of inreasinglyomplex gestures (11.4.1) and, �nally, sign language. Sign language grammars.
6.1.3. Human Cognition and LanguageNatural language is a human proess and is suseptible to the biases of ognitive proessing. Relation-ship of natural language and ognition. Natural language is integral to being human. Categories andlexial di�erenes [?℄. Interplay between language ognition. Categories and lexial semantis. Readingand writing (10.2.0). Human language proessing piks �rst relevant math it �nds [?℄. Brain siene,brain development, and language ( A.12.2). Reading (10.2.0) and writing (se:writing).Linguisti relativity (6.4.4). Conept maps (4.4.1) and semanti �elds. This implements the notion ofompositionality whih is a ombination of onepts whih goes beyond the meaning of the individualomponents.How do people learn and produe natural language? Is it simply a funtion of learning the rulesand voabulary? There is some evidene that language aquisition is rule-based in this way [46]. Onesupporting example is the over-appliation of a rule in language use: a hild might say I go-ed to the storerather than I went to the store. Presumably, the hild has aquired the rule of adding \-ed" for reatingpast tense, but has not aquired an understanding of irregular verbs. Cognition (4.3.0). Moreover, theability of the human brain to develop new representations seems to hange aross growth Fig. 6.5. Thee�ort to �nd a universal grammar has largely failed. Language hunking.Translation. Bilingualism.

Lingua FrancaCommon language with pidgin dialets.
Quasi-Natural Constructed LanguagesEsperanto.
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Figure 6.5: Photos of a child at several points in the first years of life.Relationship to onept development. Some speulate that humans have a fundamental apability forlanguage. That is, our brains have evolved to produe linguisti ability, and that there are \linguistiuniversals" ommon to all people. One of these linguisti universals was a hypothetial \universalgrammar," This universal grammar theoretially provides a general template for the aquisition oflanguage, partiularly grammar. The partiular syntax of any given natural language �ts on top of thislarger, innate shema. Anedotal evidene for the innate propensity for language in humans is that itis easier for a hild to learn a language than it is for a hild to learn to play the piano. Computationallanguage learning entirely from samples of language would provide ounter-evidene.Role of imitation in language learning (5.5.4).Children learn language remarkably quikly. LSA and Plato's paradox for voabulary learning [35].
6.2. The Structure of Natural LanguageNatural language is highly strutured. As we shall see, there are several approahes to desribingthis struture but by far the most ommon proposes that there are several levels: Lexion, Syntax,Semantis, and Pragmatis.
6.2.1. Words: The Natural Language LexiconExatly what onstitutes a word is open to debate. The Oxford English Dictionary ontains approximately290,000 word entries, but over 615,000 word senses. Should ompound words be onsidered two words,or one? Most estimates put the total number of English words at over 1 million if tehnial terms areonsidered. Apart from that, as we will see, spei� words are themselves no simple matter. How wordsare reated, how we de�ne them, and how we use them are all questions that we will onsider in thissetion, though it must be noted that answers to these questions may be elusive. One interpretation isthat word senses may be implemented as frames as suggested in the FrameNet projet (6.2.3).Stems, morphemes, words. Words are omposed of di�erent parts, and those parts, when ombined,are what indiate the meaning of the word. \Morphology" is the word struture and the most basielements of words are alled \morphemes". Generally, there are onsidered to be three morphemes:roots, pre�xes, and suÆxes. These are the entral or main portion of the word, letter ombinationplaed before the root, and letter ombination plaed after the root, respetively.Morphology helps to trae the origins of a word or language. Beause many words may originatefrom the same root, �nding and identifying the history of that root form failitates the understandingderivative words. The proess of identifying a root is known as \morphologial analysis". Whether inwritten or spoken speeh. Lexial semantis (6.2.3).
6.2.2. Phrases, Clauses, and SentencesNatural Language Syntax, Parts of Speeh, and Grammars. Natural language inorporates manytypes of struture. Probably the most obvious struture is the syntax whih is often modeling withgrammars. Indeed, this has reeived the most attention.
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Parts of SpeechIn language, words are ombined to form phrases and sentenes. Generally, phrases are ombinationor groups of words that are funtionally similar to individual parts of speeh | they may identify anobjet (noun phrase) or an ation (verb phrase), or desribe an objet (adjetival phrase) or an ation(adverbial phrase).Words are typially lassi�ed into groups based on the way they are used. This pratie of identifying\parts of speeh" (e.g., nouns, verbs, et.) was probably a familiar assignment in grammar shool. Theseparts of speeh math grammatial strutures. Indeed, we an all them \grammatial ategories".Adjetives as modi�ers. Prediates. Analyti versus systemi languages.A sentene ombines phrases into higher-level oneptual units; it organizes them into a whole unit thatidenti�es or desribe a onept. Through this proess, symbols | words | are omposed in ways thatommuniate information (1.1.3). As we have seen, words are omplex | meanings and uses vary withtime, geography, and ontext. Designing and information system to understand words and how theyare used is a long-term proess. Phrases and sentenes, however, provide another way of aomplishingthis task. Colloations and o-ourrenes are statistial measures of what words appear together whenommuniating ertain onepts. In this way, it may be possible to hart the semantis of a partiulargrouping of words, instead of the semantis of individual words.
Grammars as Models for Natural Language SyntaxGrammars are a logial formalism whih desribe the sequene in a string, espeially in a string ofwords whih form a sentene. We will examine the way grammars are used in onstruting formallanguages at the end of this hapter (6.5.1). But, of ourse, grammars are also assoiated with naturalhuman language. Formal models versus probabilisti models.While grammars provide an e�etive formalism, there is a lot of debate about the psyhologial validityof grammars. One view holds that the grammar of a natural language is based on �xed rules, whihmaintain its struture and onsisteny aross time. Any deviation from those rules results in an inorretusage, in a tehnial sense | the misuse of language for literary or poeti e�et is quite ommon |though it is still, tehnially, inorret. The opposing view holds that, in a sense, language is themedium of the people, and its rules are determined by those who use it. In this view, there are generalpart-of-speeh ategories that desribe how words funtion within a sentene, but these annot beonlusively assigned to every word. These are applied to natural language in desribing the strutureof parts of speeh. Phrase-struture grammars. Fig. 6.7. Suh a relatively simple grammar an bemodeled with a state mahine. Indeed, a state mahine an be applied as a parser ( A.5.4).

Rewrite Rules Description

LHS RHS

S NP + VP Sentences (S) are composed of Noun Phrases (NP) and Verb Phrases (VP)
NP N, D + N Noun Phrases (NP) can be composed of a Noun (N) or a Determiner (D) (i.e., ‘the’) and

a Noun (N)
VP V, V + NP Verb Phrases (VP) can be composed of a Verb (V) or a Verb and a Verb Phrase (VP)

Figure 6.6: Fragment of a phrase-structure grammar. These are recursively expanded as in parse tree shown below.

Figure 6.7: Grammars are closely related to state machines. Here a recursive state machine link shows that one or
more adjectives can be repeated before a noun.String grammars (6.5.2) suh as the ones we have been desribing thus far often desribe the strutureof natural language statements. A \onstituent grammar" is one that an be understood by breaking
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Grammatical Categories Lexicon

D Determiner the
N Noun dog, boy
V Verb bit

Figure 6.8: Here is a simple lexicon for the example grammar; any real lexicon and grammar would have many more
parts.

Figure 6.9: Parse tree for “The dog bit the boy”. (check permissions)it down into its onstituent parts. The traditional grammar that is taught in most grade shools isan example of a onstituent grammar; more spei�ally, it is a \phrase-struture grammar". In thisframework, a sentene (or an entire grammar) an be seen as being omposed of ever more disreetunits, suh as noun phrases and verb phrases at the phrase level, and nouns, verbs, adjetives, et. atthe word level. Simple grammars suh as those whih approximate state mahine are easy to developbut natural language is so omplex that they do not handle all ases.Constituent grammars are generative models of languages; that is, they provide a framework for de-sribing how language ould be generated. Natural language grammars are a type of knowledge rep-resentation for subjets and prediates. To a large extent, natural languages are well modeled byontext-free formal languages.
Grammars and Language Production Grammars and Language Prodution. Psyholinguistis. Fromdeep struture to surfae struture, for instane, there are regular patterns for making a question froma statement. These patterns an be desribed with \transformational grammars" (Fig. 6.10). This isthe basis for the deep struture.

Declarative Interrogative (Question)

Today is Friday. Is today Friday?
Jill went to the store. Did Jill go to the store?

Figure 6.10: Questions are created from declarative sentences with a regular pattern. This change of structure can
be accomplished with a “transformation grammar”.Wh-questions and question answering.

Beyond Phrase Structure Grammars Natural language is subtle and there are many aspets of naturallanguage whih are not well aptured by simple grammars. These inlude: Agreement and tense asaspet. Language oordination. Stohasti grammars.
6.2.3. Natural Language SemanticsBy omparison to formal languages, natural language is ambiguous. One of the hallmarks of naturallanguage is its redundany. Although the following two sentenes have di�erent voabulary struture,they have approximately the same meaning. Semantis, in this sense, an often be paraphrased | the
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The pedestrian was struck by the automobile.

The car hit the person who was walking.Semantis is the literal de�nition as derived from the ditionary. rather than the subjetive meaning.Rather, subjetive meaning is overed as pragmatis (6.3.1).Lexiography. Semanti analysis of words.The semantis of natural language di�ers from formal semantis (6.5.2). The semantis of formal lan-guage are spei�, and an be de�ned within that formal system; however, the semantis of naturallanguage are not spei�, and may depend on the listener. Meaning an be subjetive | ultimately,understanding natural language ommuniation is an at of interpretation on the part of the listener(or reader).Semantis may be de�ned by an absolute standard, suh as ditionary de�nitions, but it may also bede�ned by use.
Lexical Semantics and DefinitionsWe start with \lexial semantis" whih fouses on the meaning of words. In natural languages, asopposed to formal languages. This builds on several issues we have already disussed suh as ategoriza-tion (2.1.1) and semanti networks. there is generally muh redundany at the word level; many wordsan mean the same thing. This highlights the fat that words themselves (what they sound or look like)are only indiretly related to the onepts they represent. Generally, meaning is not inherent to theword or sound of the word itself, with the obvious exeption of onomatopoei words suh as \hiss," or\bang". Meaning is attahed to words in an abstrat way. Another model for the relationship amongwords desribe the relationships among the words as semanti �elds. Semanti relationships (2.1.4).

Figure 6.11: Wordnet. (redraw)Words as signs in the semiotis sense (1.1.4).Word spaes and searh engines.
DefinitionsDe�nitions as delarations versus de�nitions as reporting atual usage. Ideally, a language wouldidentify eah onept with a di�erent word or word sense. A \word sense" is a partiular formationor meaning of a word; \y" vs. \ying," for example, or the di�erent de�nitions of the word \bank".Following Aristotle, de�nitions should be based on determining underlying onepts and their attributes.This often works well, but as we noted in (2.1.1) there are other approahes to desribing entities thanAristotle's. A single word, however, may be used to desribe several di�erent onepts; Webster’s New

Collegiate Dictionary lists 63 di�erent senses for the word \set." Some words even ompletely hangetheir meaning through time, and in some ases, both senses may ontinue to be used: \santion" anmean both to approve and to disapprove. Clearly, it an be diÆult to pin down word senses. Indeed,de�nitions also reet soial usage. Fig. 6.12 ontrasts de�nitions of \musi" from two ditionaries.Word senses are often domain spei�. Di�erenes of de�nitions and disourse ommunities. Moreover,word de�nitions and usage are uid. Frames as apturing word senses (6.2.3).
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music
1. The art of arranging sounds in time so as to produce a continuous, unified, and evocative composition,

as through melody, harmony, rhythm, and timbre.
2. Vocal or instrumental sounds possessing a degree of melody, harmony, and rhythm.
3.a. A musical composition.

b. The written or printed score for such a composition.
c. Such scores considered as a group: We keep our music in a stack near the piano.

4. A musical accompaniment.
5. A particular category or kind of music.
6. An aesthetically pleasing or harmonious sound or combination of sounds: the music of the wind.

music
1a: the science or art of incorporating intelligible combinations of tones into a composition having structure

and continuity
b: vocal or instrumental sounds having rhythm, melody, or harmony

2: an agreeable sound: EUPHONY
3: punishment for a misdeed
4: a musical accompaniment
5: a musical ensemble
6: the score of a musical composition set down on paper.

Figure 6.12: Entries for “music” from two dictionaries: (upper[1]) and (lower[6]). Why aren’t the word definitions and
senses exactly the same?The subtleties of word distintions suggest the diÆulties of reating hierarhial lexial ategoriessuh as those in (2.1.2). Organizing natural language for the purposes of omputer interation is furtherompliated by the evolution of language. Language is not stati (Fig. 6.13); the hanges in words overtime is a problem for ontrolled voabularies (2.5.3) suh as those used in natural language proessingsystems.Language games.

The word suede originates in the phrase Suede gloves, from the French phrase gants de Suede, literally
“gloves from Sweden”.

Figure 6.13: The meaning of words often evolve from other terms. The word “suede” comes from “Sweden”[21].We have already seen several tehniques for representing semantis suh as ontologies (2.2.2). An ontologybe used to reate a working voabulary and then build outward, with eah new term or usage beinglabeled to �t into the overall ategorization. This is similar to a semanti network in that the meaning ofany word is determined by its position relative to other words, but ontologies are usually more limited,seeking to allow ommuniation and understanding based on a predetermined, ontext-independentvoabulary. Ontology extration (10.5.3).
Verbs Verbs link nouns or noun phrases together muh the way relationships in ER models linkentities. Verb hierarhies establish oneptual dependeny between di�erent words (frames). Verbforms and tenses enrih and oordinate oneptual dependenies with ontologies (2.2.2). However, suhapproahes are often diÆult to apply beause of the ambiguity of ontext. Verb type a�ets syntatistruture (e.g., [37]). Tense-aspet-mood.Semanti network (Fig. 6.14).
Denotation and Connotation We may distinguish between \denotation," whih is the exat ditionaryde�nition of a word or term, and \onnotation," whih is the informal meaning it arries. Presriptiveand desriptive de�nitions.The disrepany between literal and intended meaning is often expressed through the use of literary
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Figure 6.14: Semantic network. (redraw)devies, suh as metaphors. This is when a word or phrase is used to desribe something when thatword or phrase literally means something else. Metaphors are not meant to be taken literally but toset up a omparison between two things for the purpose of expressing an abstrat onept.
Evolving Word Senses and DefinitionsThe human environment hanges. Natural language needs to be malleable. \Ruthless," means toatually be without \ruth," whih was a ommon Middle English word for pity or ompassion. Thatword slowly lost favor and fell out of use; however, \ruthless" remains ommon today. Languagesinterat with one another to form new languages, and new words and word senses are onstantlyoming into being. Some words are introdued from other languages, and are termed ognates; anexample would be the word \menu," whih was adopted in English from Frenh, where the wordmeans the same. Other words are reated. These are termed \neologisms," and frequently arise due totehnologial or soial hange. The word \spam" is a good example of a neologism; originally oined asa brand name for a type of anned meat, it now exists as a word in its own right, meaning unsoliitedemail. The need for a word to desribe unsoliited email (or even \email," for that matter) simply didnot exist until the 1990s.Words whih have evolved to have multiple meanings are said to have \polysemy," or to be \polyse-mous". A \hair," whih is a piee of furniture, preeded the onept of a \hair" as a person who leadsa meeting. The meanings of polysemous words are generally related to one another through abstrationand derivation.
Representing Natural Language SemanticsThe meaning is not reeted by parts of speeh. Rather, the meaning is de�ned by the ombination ofentities. Indeed, a whole other model for representing word meaning is based on words distributed ina spae (10.9.2). Using frames of various sorts. Related ations and desriptions.From knowledge representation to knowledge representation languages. Only symboli representationsare onsidered on in this setion. Semanti representations have several useful appliations suhas summarization and mahine translation. A detailed semanti analysis an provide an interlingua

(6.2.3). A semanti representation that is language-neutral and an be useful in translation betweentwo or more languages (Fig. 6.15) (10.13.1). Formal knowledge representation languages often employontologies (2.2.2). More omplex reasoning and logi ( A.7.0). Enapsulating ontexts.
[ Event GOIdent([ThingSNOWMAN],

[PathTOIdent

( PositionATIdent([ThingSNOWMAN],[ThingPUDDLE],)])],
[BY <MELT>])]

Figure 6.15: Possible semantic representation for the sentence “The snowman melted into a puddle”[20].
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Case and Semantic Frames Semanti relationships have been important throughout this disussion.Frames are templates of related attributes (6.2.3). Frames an be onstruted around verbs. A frameis a group of shemas, or generalized desriptions of an ation or event, that form a onsistent unit(Fig. 6.16). Frames are used as a means to anhor the potential meaning of language. They provide aontext within whih to interpret the relationships and an be useful in information extration (10.5.0).Extends verbs. This is a type of semanti role (2.1.4). Themati roles.
An Agent performs a Response action on a Victim as a punishment for an earlier action,
the Injury, that was inflicted on an Injured party. The Agent need not be identical to the
Injured party but needs to consider the prior action of the Victim a wrong. Importantly,
the punishment of the Victim by the Agent is seen as justified by individual or group
opinion rather than by law.

Figure 6.16: Frame for the concept of “revenge”[15]. Note the expected Frame Elements: Injury, Agent, Victim, and
Response.

Figure 6.17: FrameNet composite frame for a crime scene. Several frames are joined to create an overall scenario.
(redraw) (check permission)

Propositions and Semantic Grammars The roles the words play in reating the meaning of the sen-tene. This may be related to parts of speeh but is not neessarily the same. What is \ase"? SVO[23].Sometimes semanti networks will employ \ase frames" to help determine ontext. Case frames are as-sumptions about ommon word meaning when used in partiular ontexts. These seek to disambiguatedi�erent possible word meanings by identifying ommon semanti relationships between words in agiven usage. Case grammars are used to failitate this proess. Beause the semantis of a partiularontextually situated sentene or phrase are often determined by the syntatial relationship between,primarily, the noun and verb phrases, this syntatial relationship an help to determine the semantisof a sentene. Word senses depend largely on ontext.
Semantic CohesionReasoning about semanti properties helps people understand how statements hold together. Themeaning is ultimately de�ned by a person hearing or reading the language. The relationship of theomponents is the semanti ohesion. Semanti ohesion develops from an understanding of the rela-tionship among onepts (Fig. 6.18). This ohesion is based on our knowledge of what would be logialin a given ontext. Attention management in language and onversation.

Margie was holding tightly to the string of her beautiful new balloon. Suddenly a gust of wind caught
it. The wind carried it into a tree. The balloon hit a branch and burst. Margie cried and cried.

Margie cried and cried. The balloon hit a branch and burst. The wind carried it into a tree. Suddenly
a gust of wind caught it. Margie was holding tightly to the string of her beautiful new balloon.

Figure 6.18: The first story is more satisfying because it has semantic coherence and follows our expectations for
the logical development of events. (redirect)Semanti ohesion inludes referene whih refers to timing, sequene, or indiate ause and e�et.



6.3. Language and Interaction: "Doing things with Language" 223\Anaphora" is the tehnique of using a word (often a pronoun) to refer to something desribed earlier.Similarly, a metaphor has a sope of appliability.These referents are generally based on the unique harateristis of the human experiene in the physialworld; notions of time, loation, mass, movement, and ausality are so intuitively used by humans thatday-to-day language allows short uts. This would be onfusing to anything not indotrinated into thissystem; onsider this pronoun referene example, using anaphora: \The table hit the hair and it fell".Most listeners would expet that it was the hair that fell, as it is lighter than a table, but it is alsopossible to interpret the sentene as saying that the table fell.This understanding of the physial referents of language help to soially mediate ommuniation andonstrut a joint understanding of language. This an be termed \groundedness". In situations deal-ing with non-physial things, people use physial-world referents as metaphors to desribe abstratonepts.Cohesion in text is somewhat subjetive. The writer's goal is the management of the listener's attention
[29]. Consideration of higher-level units in the text leads us to the possibility of examining the strutureof those intentions.
6.2.4. Semantics and Domain StructuresThere are many nihe appliations of language and knowledge of these nihes turns out to be rtial indealing with them.
6.3. Language and Interaction: "Doing things with Language "Semantis fouses on the literal de�nitions of terms but natural language goes well beyond the literalmeanings. Funtion rather than struture. Natural language use is very ontext dependent. This anbe viewed as layered interation whih an go beyond natural language. Relationship between languageand ation and behavior. Semantis and Wikipedia [?℄. Linking instanes with semantis.
6.3.1. PragmaticsPragmatis onsiders the e�ets of the soial ontext on the meaning of statements. Thus,y it is essentialfor ommuniation beause the soial ontext and ultural assumptions are often signi�ant fators indetermining meaning. Context an often larify ambiguity.

referential conveys information about some real phenomenon
expressive describe feelings of the speaker
conative (instrumental) attempts to elicit some behavior from the addressee
phatic builds a relationship between both parties in a conversation
metalingual self-reference
poetic focuses on the text independent of reference

Figure 6.19: One taxonomy of pragmatic categories[31].There are many types of ontext, suh as the ontext of the ommuniation task being performed, theexpeted audiene, and knowledge that is impliit or shared between the ommuniators, whih may bemanifested as assumptions, soial onventions or expetations. A sentene may have a literal meaningin one ontext and an entirely di�erent meaning in another ontext.Signs. Semiotis. Indexial signs.Layers of interation in eduation (5.11.4). Communiative pratie.Grounded natural language proessing. Referene (Fig. 6.20). Artifats in omputer-mediated om-muniation (5.6.5).Most onversation has a topial fous that lends it oherene. This fous ontributes to attentionmanagement [29].
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Figure 6.20: Conversations include reference to the physical world. (redraw)(check permission)Emphasis on the soial aspets of language suggests that a fous on soial interation leads readily toa funtional analysis of language rather than to a struturalist approah. That is, the fous is on thee�et of the language rather than the syntax. Languages have large ultural and politial impliations.Moreover, language is highly dependent on the task or domain to whih is applied. Reognizing thetask an help the language understanding.The ontext, tone, or history of the speaker may be used to modify the literal meaning of words (11.3.3).Statements suh as \It's old in here" may be intended as a request to lose a window. One distintionis between statements that ommit a speaker and those that are intended to hange the state of thelistener (perloutionary ats).
Speech ActsWe an also try to understand how people \do things" with language [13]. Performatives. Thus, thefous is not on the struture of the language but the funtionality. These are speeh ats (Fig. 6.21).The approah is based on a model of intentional ation.Earlier, we mapped a negotiation by the transations and ommitments that were made rather than theways those were expressed (3.4.4). Tutoring dialog may be haraterized by speeh ats whih emphasizethe eduational purpose behind eah statement (5.11.3)(Fig. 6.22). This is for the ideal situation whihdoes not inlude persuasive speeh or gamesmanship. (illoutionary ats)

Speech Act Explanation Example

Assertives To instill a belief Today is Tuesday. Not Wednesday.
Directive To get the addressee to do something Put it over there.
Commissives To commit to something I’ll fix it after dinner.
Expressives To express a feeling to somebody I’m so excited, I could burst!
Declarations To state a position I’m in favor of building it!

Figure 6.21: One system speech acts (adapted from[53]).

Speech Acts Example

Pump priming Gives some basic data and examples from which a student could generalize.
Splicing Suggests how to unify ideas that have been expressed separately.
Correct and amplify Gives corrections and further information.

Figure 6.22: Some speech acts which have been proposed for tutoring dialogs[26].Multi-sentene speeh ats [?℄. Maro-speeh ats.
6.3.2. DiscourseThe term disourse is yet another that is used in a number of di�erent senses. It may refer to anysort of onversational exhange or to a stylized way of speaking or it many simply refer to units of theexhange.Disourse in siene (9.2.3). The author needs to provide ontext for the reader by managing ohereneand attention.



6.3. Language and Interaction: "Doing things with Language" 225Disourse ful�lls soial goals as a part of soial ation. For instane, disourse is essential for tutors
(5.11.3). It also helps us better understand \gamesmanship" (5.3.3). However, disourse an often besubjetive. To the extent it mathes a group's perspetives, it may reet politial opinions.Disourse as \how things are said". Disourse is often assoiated with onstruting passages thataomplish ertain purposes or tasks. Disourse is an interation sequene whih intends a transfer ofinformation. Four types of disourse are ommonly identi�ed: Exposition, Desription, Argumentation,and Narrative.Disourse versus genres (6.3.7). Disourse maros. Aademi disourse[30]. Moves in disourse shift fousfrom one level of understanding to the next[17]. Disourse helps disambiguation based on soial fators.Disourse types of sentenes: delarative, question, imperative, exlamatory.One example of the style of presentation suh as \hedging" { that is allowing for some possibility oferror. Disourse management in tutoring and lassroom (5.11.3).Normative ethis [14].

Critical DiscourseHow people use language to aomplish their goals. Attitude hange. The way people present thingswhen speaking may reveal ultural assumptions and logi. Either expliit or impliit. Passive voie.
Discourse Processes: Elements, Acts, and MovesA�ets proessing, understanding, and memory.Disourse also reates struture of meaning beyond the sentene level. The elements of a disourse arerelated to the struture of a task (3.5.4). In this sense, the given part of the disourse is based on atask model or user model. For some tasks, the omponents are lear and the aomplishment of thosetasks an be learly indiated. Disourse elements generally are not useful by themselves. Rather setsof them are needed to omplete tasks. There are many ways of lassifying disourse. Sets of disourseelements. Funtional task analysis.The transitions within a disourse are alled \disourse moves". These are initiated with spei�strutures. This inlude disourse pairs suh as Topi-Comment, Theme/rheme, and Given-new. Itis ommon in ommuniation to establish a \given" and then to use that as the basis for omparisonwith a hange (Fig. 6.23). This forms the lassi \given-new" pairing \Bill went to the store." tells usthat somebody we know (Bill) hanged to a new state. He went to the store. While given-new is veryommon, it is not very preise.

Figure 6.23: Before-after pictures are a form of the “given-new” principle. (new picture-K) (check permission)Automati Extration of Disourse Struture. Generating models of what is going on in a disussion.Disourse maros versus disourse plans.
Discourse PlansPlanning (3.7.2) is a part of a text generation system. Planning as a goal-oriented ativity.Statistial models for speeh at detetion. For instane, with HMMs.Disourse and verbs (6.2.3). Verb semantis. Semanti ohesion versus disourse frameworks.



226 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Many of these models are hierarhial. That is, they form disourse tree [47].When disourse is part of a omplex ativity intended to have spei� e�et, it may need to be planned
(3.7.2). Determining and �lling onstraints [41].Disourse Proessing and Comprehension There is a great deal of researh about how people understanddisourse. That is onsidered as part of the study of reading (10.2.0). Story understanding as being ableto answer questions about a story.
6.3.3. Types of Discourse: Description, ExpositionHere, we use a relatively simple set: Desription, Exposition, Explanation, Argumentation, and Nar-rative.Soping ommuniative ats is a fundamental ativity. However, this an get quite omplex. Forinstane, a narrative an be interwoven with an explanation. These an have impliations for thedesign of e�etive texts. Generally qualitative (4.1.1).Conveying fatual information. Desriptions of information resoures (2.4.3).There are many styles of authoring. From speeh generation to design. Language an be styled toexpress myriad meanings, from the simplest statement to high art. Poetry, for example, ombinessounds and sense to give the reader an emotional, aestheti experiene. Other language devies inludeallusion, alliteration, and rhetori.Exposition lays out the fats of a ase. High-level expository styles. Problem-solution. Cause-E�et.Analogy.Expository ontent lays out an issue or presents a desription of a proess or situation. It an also illus-trate ausal relationships among onepts. Complex texts use elements that enhane their oherene,inluding time, entailment, impliation, and ausality.
6.3.4. Types of Discourse: ExplanationExplanations go beyond desriptions to provide ontext and ausation. They desribe a model. We havedisussed many types of question answering systems in this text, answering those questions often resultsin providing explanations. An explanation helps a person omprehend a situation or event. Desribingontent to others. This should emphasize the use of mental models and is similar to tutoring andteahing (5.11.3). Build on the basi elements. We have already disussed many types of explanationssuh as those used in question answering and tutoring. Another type of super-struture is explanations.The goal is to onvey a desription of a proess as learly as possible.There an be several approahes to explanations. Explanations based on theories and ausation
(4.4.2) and oneptual models (4.4.1). Sienti� explanations (9.2.3). History explanations ((se:historyexplanations)).Wittgensten and language games.Adding interativity to explanation approahes a tutoring system (5.11.3).a Tutoring models with disourse-based explanations [?℄.Two aspets: what is the explanatory model versus how best to present it.Explanations and expert systems and ase-based reasoning { explaining why a ertain deision wasreahed. Explanations often inlude appeals to logi but also inludes some bakground. Evaluat-ing explanations [36]. Explanation inludes an aspet of presentation of e�etive oneptual models.Explanations are typially either auses or sub-proesses [48].History attempts to desribe and provide explanations for spei� events. Fig. 6.24. Siene (9.2.2) ex-planations for general ases.
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Explanatory target
Why does a patient get atherosclerosis with associated symptoms such as chest pain?

Explanatory pattern
The patient has inherited various genes that encourage the development of risk factors such

as hyperlipidemia, hypertension, and diabetes.
The patient is subject to various environmental factors, such as a high fat diet.
The genes and the environmental factors interact to produce the disease.

Figure 6.24: Atherosclerosis explanation schema[60].Explanation is, of ourse, useful in eduation where it often in intertwined with the presentation ofoneptual models, Models are essential for explanations. of expository writing [32]. Mathematialmodels suh as those in DSS systems are known as inuene diagrams. Explaining auses versusidentifying atual auses. Explanations are often based on dubious onstruts and poor logi. Shemasare similar to frames in providing templates for possible answers (Fig. 6.28).Explanatory oherene [60].
6.3.5. Types of Discourse: Argumentation and RhetoricArguments makes laims and support them with evidene. It's purpose is to persuade; however some ofthe argumentation systems we desribe below simply lay out an argument. We �nd formal approahesto argumentation in law (8.5.4), history (5.13.0), and siene (2.6.2).

The Structure of ArgumentsIssue-based analysis lays out onsiderations in reahing a deision. It is a type of argumentation system.Claim-support-argument struture (Fig. 6.25) [18]. Argumentation and trustworthiness of information
(5.2.3). Design rationale (3.8.7).
1) Jones would make a good president.
2) He has a lot of experience.

3) He’s been on the city board for 10 years.
4) And he’s very honest.
5) He refused bribes while on the force.
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1) Jones would make a good president.
2) He has a lot of experience.

3) He’s been on the board for 10 years.
4) And he’s refused bribes.
5) So he’s honest.
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1) The city is a mess.
2) The parks are a mess.

3) The park benches are broken.
4) The grassy areas and parched.
5) Returning to the city problems,

the highways are bad too.
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Figure 6.25: A variety of Claim-Support-Argument structures[18]. (different example)(check permission)Claims and hedging.
Rhetoric and Rhetorical StructureRhetori is sometimes de�ned as any sort of publi speeh and sometimes the goal may just be topresent information learly. In a stronger sense, sometimes rhetori is \persuasive speeh," or \e�etivedisourse". One of Aristotle's most famous works was his \Rhetori" [12] that attempts to instrutpeople how to be persuasive. For instane, Aristotle emphasized syllogism whih is a simple logialdevie. Teahing e�etive (persuasive) writing and oratory. Rhetorial devies. Disputation and a�et.Proedural rhetori.Rhetori is how a position is presented. Rhetorial struture theory (RST) [40] is probably the bestknown approah for disourse tagging. Rhetorial Struture Theory (RST) is omposed of disoursesets and relationships among them [40] (Fig. 6.26). Nuleus/Satellite. One blok of text may \justify"or add \onditions" about another blok of text. Genres (6.3.7).
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R

Justify

R
Condition

1A 1B 	

Volitional-Result

1C 1D

[And if the truck driver’s just don’t want to stick to the speed limits,]1A [noise and resentments are guaranteed.]1B

[It is therefore legitimate to ask for proper roads and speed checks.]1C [And the city officials have signaled to
support local citizens.]1D (maz5007e)

Figure 6.26: The rhetorical units in a discussion based on an analysis with RST. A specific set of Elements is
proposed but also, proposes that thread which connects them follows a specific structure.Fous on larger elements of the argument. One model's elements inlude: Claim, warrant, data, baking,rebuttal, quali�er (Fig. 6.27) [61].

Data -

(since)

Warrant

(because)

6

Qualifier

6
(unless)

Rebuttal

6
Claim

Harvey was
born in Bermuda -

(since)

A person born in
Bermuda is usually
a British citizen

6

6
(because)

Laws, etc.

6
(unless)

His parents were not British
or he was naturalized in some
other country.

He is a British

citizen.

Figure 6.27: The reasoning of an argument can be illustrated graphically. A framework for the components of an
argumentation (left) and an example (right) (adapted from[61]).Siene as argumentation (2.6.2). Atual arguments are often more omplex than an be handled byToulmin [42].Varieties of argumentation systems. Representation of argument elements. Interfaes for browsing thearguments. Overview of most important themes and zoom in. Collabortive and ommunity argumen-tation. Argumentation systems an be useful for laify arguments and for teahing argumentation.

6.3.6. Types of Discourse: NarrativeNarratives deal with a spei� situation rather than general priniples. Narratives typially do notemphasize logial explanations but usually emphasize human experiene. Typially, a story statesa problem or hallenge desribe how it is resolved. Stories inlude narrative, plot, and harater.Narrative as a trajetory through a story spae. Some games. Collaborative story telling. Narrative asrevealing ultural gist.From narrative to drama to yber-drama. Drama provides a foused ontext around ations. Theater
(11.5.0). Cyber-drama (11.5.3). More theory in (11.5.4). Struture of a story with drama. Charaterdevelopment. Building emotion, a�et, and empathy. Yet, in urrent systems there are restritions onthe possible omplexity of the narrative pathways.

The king died. Then the queen died.
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The king died. Then the queen died of grief.

Ubiquity of NarrativesWe have enountered stories repeatedly as a way that people reate oherene of their world. Narrativesare similar to explanations but they inlude additional features suh as titles to support emotion andattention management. Having a story understanding the pratial onstraints an be e�etive forsome management deision making. When there are several possible stories, �nd the story that is mostonsistent. There are many ways in whih asual models a�et pereption. Stories and attribution (5.5.2).A strong sense of ausality in memory. Episodi memory. Topi-organization ontent. Narratives andgames. However, maintaining the oherene of the narrative in the interativity an be hallenging
(4.4.3). Oral histories and ultural heritage.

1. The defendant was speeding and sleepy so the defendant caused the accident.
2. The defendant was speeding and sleepy but another person’s car lost its brakes hit him.

Figure 6.28: A narrative based on a plausible causal chain (top) can be persuasive even another statement is more
accurate.Combining events into a larger oneptual whole. Multimedia programming and management of atten-tion.Narrative as a foundation for ognition (4.3.0). Inferring ausation with narrative (6.3.6).Narrative is the retelling of a sequene of events. Drama (11.5.4). Dimensions of drama from [16] arelisted below:

Diachronicity desribe the idea that there must be a sense of ation taking plae over time.
Hermeneutic omposability refers to the idea that narratives an be interpreted as a story omposedof events.
Canonicity and breach is the priniple that stories require the breaking of a normal state of events.
Referentiality is the priniple that a story somehow refers to real world states, though this may betangential.
Genericness means that the story belongs to one or more families of story types.
Normativeness is the idea that narrative depits norms of behavior.
Context sensitivity and negotiability suggest that narrative requires the negotiation of roles betweenauthor and text.
Narrative accrual desribe the priniple that new stories diretly follow from older ones.

Narrative ComponentsWe usually enter into a story with expetations that we assume will be ful�lled. A story must reah\losure," that is, the resolution of an initial onit.The story has a progression. A dramati ar desribes the evolution of a harater aross a story.(Fig. 6.29). The ar an also reet the dramati tension and presumably, the emotional response ofthe audiene.Point of view whih is also found in video games.Combining logi and the pereption of plausibility. It an often be improved by ritial analysis.Combine logi and pereption of plausibility. If there is any ausal story, people tend to aept it.Stories have many roles in a ulture. Myth and anonial strutures. Road movie.Components of narrative. Plot, harater, theme. Narrative design. Story planning.Story episodes.Systagmati. Spei� time, plae, haraters.
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Figure 6.29: Story arc with major and minor characters. (check permission)Motifs and themes.
Narrative StructureMany stories follow regular patterns so it seems natural to develop representations. Some aspets ofnarrative are highly stylized. Indeed, Russian fairy tales (Fig. 6.30) are so stylized [50] that grammarshave been proposed desribing these. Story lines, story graphs. grammars, and dynami agents. Agenyin narrative [22].

In one village there lived three brothers. The two elder brothers were successful merchants, but the youngest
brother was a fool named Emelya who slept on the stove all day long. Once it happened that when he went to
the ice-hole for water and he caught a magic pike. The pike asked him to let her go free and promised him to
grant any of his wishes. “Just say these magic words: ’By the pike’s wish, at my command,’ and everything will
be done” the pike said. Emelya agreed.

He ordered his water-pails to go home by itself, which they did, much to the surprise of his sisters-in-law. Then
he ordered the sledge to go by itself to the nearest forest where his ax felled wood for the fire. The Tsar of the
land heard about that wonder and ordered his officer to bring Emelya to the palace. When Emelya came to the
Tsar’s courtyard he saw the Tsar’s daughter and used the pike’s magic to make her fall in love with him.

Then the Tsar gave orders to place the princess and Emelya in a barrel and throw them into the sea. But Emelya
again used the magic words and the waves rolled the barrel onto the shore of a beautiful island. With the pike’s
help Emelya “built” a big marble palace. Then the princess asked him to become handsome and smart, and he
turned himself into a fine young prince. They started to live peacefully in the palace.

One day the Tsar visited the island and, oh! What a wonder!, he recognized his own daughter and Emelya who
was changed into a fine prince. The Tsar wept and asked their forgiveness. They celebrated the family’s reunion
and lived happily after that.

Figure 6.30: “The Pikes Story” is a Russian fairy tale. Such tales are highly structured and it has been proposed
that a grammar could describe the structure. (Translated Richardson). (Check permission).The fabula is the sequene of behavior in the story world and syujhet.Markup for narrative [11].Story grammars. Rewrite rules for narrative [?℄. Planning and story generation.Narrative omprehension. Forming mental models.

Stories, Character, and Capturing the Human ExperienceStories have a struture, but they also reveal human experiene. Desribe suh ommon human expe-rienes as birth, death, and family. Managing a�et. Developing empathy (5.5.3)with the haraters. Astory's losure gives it an emotional satisfation. The moral of a hildren's story transmits a lesson asin Aesop’s Fables. Traks human life. Soial role of narrative. Taxonomies for folktales and folklore.Managing emotional a�et (4.6.2). Are the haraters believable? Do we develop empathy with them?We need models of the users in order to develop empathy with them. Representing harater goals andpsyhology.



6.3. Language and Interaction: "Doing things with Language" 231Standard harater: Heroes, vitims, villains (antagonist), sidekiks [55].A�et in stories and generating a�et. E�etive story-telling [5]. Narratives and games (11.7.0).There are many ommon patterns of in human lives and , of ourse, these are reeted in human stories.Universal themes and story templates. Moral. Allusion, Symbolism. Myth. A \failed quest" is one ofwhat is laimed to be 12 basi story forms [4]. An example is the story of the Holy Grail. Stories oftenfollow preditable patterns; one type of story tells of a \failed quest". Plot and harater developmentan also follow patterns. Arhetypes.

Figure 6.31: Lancelot and the failed quest for the Holy Grail. (check permission)The oherene and �delity of a story an be more important to our beliefs than support from diretevidene [24]. Expetations (4.4.3).Desribing the goals of the haraters and the goal onits [22].
Interactive Stories: Story Interfaces and Narrative EnginesBeyond books and movies, Computers lend themselves to interative �tion. Interative stories. Thesimplest of these are branhing stories and serious games (11.7.3).

Figure 6.32: A notation for browsing the events which form the plot of a story[11]. (check permission)Automated story telling. Narratives in games. Planning and narrative. Story re-planning as needed.Believability.Narrative theory (11.5.4).
Combining Discourse TypesStory interpretation and ultural ontext [49]. Some types of works are omposed entirely one type ofdisourse. An explanation may be only that. However, some other types of material may interweaveseveral of the types. A news story or a biography have explanation, narrative, and argumentationall mixed together LDM [49] a di�erent approah to disourse units. In other ases, this we see more
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6.3.7. Content Genres and Literary FormsThere are trends and styles in information resoures. They often reet tehnologial hanges in mediapresentations or events in soiety. For a while Western movies were partiularly popular and then theinterest in that style faded. These emergent patterns often not stable enough to be systematiallylassi�ed. These are rei�ed as omplex objets (7.8.4).The use of genre an be viewed as soial ation. They may be relatively stable (e.g., business letters)or ephemeral. They are related to trends in both tehnology and ulture. Genres provide expetationsabout a resoure for the members of a given ommunity.A literary form is more de�ned than a genre. XML DTDs as genres (2.3.3). Genre Template.Genres are found in systems of media. Complex works inlude books, movies, and songs. Typially,genres are omposed of sets of related entities and they often result from a nexus of tehnology andulture. There are many examples of genres.Trope.Media exists in a milieu of tehnology. Broader units than disourse (6.3.2). Genres an provide ex-petations about disourse and help build expetations. They an be thought of as a prototype (2.1.3).Genres an are also de�ned by referene to ultural trends and other works. This latter is known asintertextuality. Genre analysis[58] and genre lassi�ation are triky beause genres themselves are oftenpoorly de�ned and are highly dynami.Genre eologies [56] desribe interloking sets of doument and forms in an organization.

Examples of GenresThere are many examples: Graphi novels. Douments as a genre (2.3.1). Musi genres. Hip-hop. Genredetetion Genres in siene writing (9.2.3) are sometimes expliitly de�ned.Genres, hypertexts, and interative video games (11.5.4).
Literary Genres Books are a highly developed and generally very e�etive genre. Aids for readersand larity for use. The development of books, printing, printing, libraries, and universities are allinter-twined. Eologies of genres in organizations. Also, to an extent in businesses and the Web.Printing and publishing (8.13.4). Print ulture (8.13.6).However, it is a spei� style that evolved over time. Novels are a story told in prose.

Figure 6.33: Kiss of Death[33] is an example of the 1930s genre known as Film Noir. (redraw) (check permission)Items from a given genre show shared ommuniative purpose. Genres are hard to apture. Genres onstyle, theme, mode. From literary styles to genres. A�eted by the ulture and tehnologies. Genreof media forms suh as a novel. Content genres suh as Film Noir (Fig. 6.33) whih was a style of



6.4. Conversation and Dialog 233movie whih was popular in the 1940s and 1950s (Fig. 6.33). Building shared expetations about style,symbols, and strutures. Emotion, soiety, ontent. Soial proesses and genres. Game types (11.7.0).Genres in organizational ommuniation. Indeed, [44] argue that ommuniation genres help to de�nethe struture of the organization and may even ontrol members of the organization. Soial genres.Genre eologies[2]. Genres often de�nes a sub-ulture. Genre lassi�ation an be triky beause genresare by their nature fuzzy and ephemeral.
6.4. Conversation and DialogLanguage is primarily soial. Here, we onsider the soial omponent. Conversation is the most diretform of verbal interation. Soial interation through language.Modalities (5.6.5). Dialog systems (5.11.3)[27]. As with other types of multi-agent ommuniation, protoolsfor the interation. Language is, of ourse, fundamental to soial interation. Soial interation is highlyvaried. From simply getting aquainted to ommuniating shared goals of a group. Communiatingthe sope of an interation. Orality and oral traditions (11.3.3). Multimodal soial interation (4.2.4).Gestures (11.4.1). Multi-person onversation and speeh analysis (11.3.3).We may distinguish among di�erent types oral interation. Debate. Gossip. Genres. Meetings (5.6.3).Task-based and ativity-strutured disussions Meetings. Routine ativities.Providing tools for supporting referene in omputer-mediated interation (5.6.2).
6.4.1. Social Interaction through LanguageConversation is soial interation by natural language. It is a model for other kinds of interation suhas, inreasingly, the interation between a person and a omputer. Conversation is often instrumental,that is it helps people to aomplish their goals (Fig. 6.34). Development of onversational ability.Types of soial oordination (3.5.3).

Figure 6.34: Stages of interaction between two people (A and B) during a negotiation (adapted from[62]). (redraw)
(check permission)Conversation and work.Adjaeny-pairs. Question/answer Greeting/Greeting.Pragmatis is a signi�ant fator in onversation. Indeed, many onversational statements violatesyntax but are understood perfetly well beause of their ontext.Fig. 6.35 during design disussion. Task-oriented disourse.Chat-room onversation transript.While disourse is \publi speeh", onversation is often an informal disussion between a small numberof people. Conversation inorporates linguistis with soial interation. Most onversation is about
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Figure 6.35: Transitions observed discussions during design interaction.[43]. (check permission) (redraw)narrow topis, is between people who know eah other very well, and is heavily ontext laden. Whenthe partiipants in a onversation know eah other and have a long history, the onversation mayappear errati to an outside observer. Several types of onversational interation an be identi�ed.Task-oriented interation versus information interation (3.4.3). Conversation onveys information andthat often reates soial bonds (5.2.1).Rather than fousing on the words whih are exhanged, we an also onsider onversation?s role indeveloping a�etive bonds. Physial aspets of onversation suh as gaze and body language. Gesturesand faial expression (11.4.1) are an integral part of fae-to-fae onversation. Soial engagement inonversation.Conversation as developing shard understandings. Conversation and tasks. Conversation for problemsolving. Bridging aross sessions, illustrates a type of team meta-ognition.The partiipants have to identify whih objet in the environment are being desribed. Most onver-sation is oral (11.3.3) and soial (1.2.1). Conversation aross many di�erent types of soial interation.Dialog management (6.4.2). Reall the basi soial interation model (Fig. 6.36). Judgments aboutanother person in onversation goes beyond judging what the person is saying but also their emotionalstate.
���cfm ���cfm

-..

�

Figure 6.36: User models in conversation; each person tries to determine what is the other person thinking or
feeling.In one view, the meaning of language omes from the extent to whih it mediates soial ation [?℄.Conversation does not result in literal transfer of information between people. Repairs negotiatingshared meaning.Subjetive sense of the ontext. Typially, onversation is heavily ontext laden. There are often abrupthanges in topi when the partiipants have a long familiarity.A onversation is language-based interation between two or more people or organizations. It is gen-erally spoken language (11.3.3) but we an also have asynhronous email onversations. Person-mahine



6.4. Conversation and Dialog 235interation an even be thought of as onversation. Fig. 6.37 shows a fragment of onversation betweena onsultant and a supervisor at a ompany help desk. The words within slashes are spoken simultane-ously by the two partiipants. Presumably, this is aompanied with other shared ideas. Fae-to-faeonversation inludes physial interation and signaling as well. Moreover, there may be subtle luesthat partiipants pik up on [45].Some eletroni text interation is like oral interation. Tweeting as a type of onversation. Gossip
(6.4.4).

Speaker Transcript of Conversation

Consultant ... Then escalate it to the benefits. EVA is asking for this information on this (indistin-
guishable). We show it as having such-and-such. That way /we\

Supervisor \Okay./ Okay,/I\

Consultant \can/ tell them... what EVA is looking for.

Supervisor I can tell the employee it’s showing there’s not, shouldn’t be a problem, so ...

Consultant ... we’re trying to fix it.

Supervisor I’m trying to get a feel for it. Thanks, Nik.

Figure 6.37: Fragment of conversation between a consultant and a supervisor at a company help desk. The words
marked by slashes overlap between the users (adapted from[8]).Following the priniple of least e�ort (6.1.2) and the redution of ognitive load (4.3.3), the speaker preferssimple messages however, a listener generally prefers unambiguous messages.Obtaining lari�ations and making repairs in a disussion. Conversation often does not proeed in astraight line.A�et in onversation and soial interation. Soial bonding from fae-to-fae interation (6.1.2).

Norms for Effective ConversationsWe expet a onversation to be ooperative. This is a type of pragmatis. Four norms (5.3.1) or\maxims" of onversation have been proposed[28] as the impliit priniples for onstrutive onversation(Fig. 6.38). If someone asks you for diretions, you should answer aurately (quality) and onisely(quantity). There are also the priniples an instrutor might expet for students answering questions onan examination. Those answers should, of ourse, be aurate, suint, relevant, and lear. These arefrequently violated. There are many exeptions to these maxims. For instane, \shaggy-dog stories,"whih never seem to reah a onlusion, violate the priniple of \quantity," while deeption violatesthe priniple of \quality". We expet statements to show relation. However, the maxims are violatedin persuasive speeh (4.5.2) and even more so in deeptive speeh (5.3.3). Relevane as a ognitivephenomenon. Deeption requires inferenes about other people with a type of empathy. Multi-persononversations and small group disussions have additional norms (6.4.0).
Norm Statements should...

Accurate be genuine and not spurious.
Succinct give neither more nor less information than is required.
Relevant be relevant to immediate needs.
Clear make clear what the contribution is.

Figure 6.38: Proposed norms (maxims) for effective conversation (adapted from[28]). These are frequently ignored.

6.4.2. Conversation ManagementConversation is a soial ativity so it involves not only natural language but also soial skills. Likeother types of the soial interation, it needs to be oordinated aross partiipants. Conversationsare strutured by norms (5.3.1) whih provide openings, losings, and turn-taking. Handling restarts,repairs, and silenes. Some of these are soial skills for smoothly failitating onversation. These skill
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Opening “How are you today”?

Closing “OK, I’ll see you around”,

Figure 6.39: Openings and closings serve as bookends on a conversation.

Conversation BodyE�etive onversation requires that the partiipants share impliit knowledge about their interation,as opposed to trying simply to make workable inferenes about eah other. There should be robusttraking of expetations and a means to allow the partiipants to bak out from misunderstandingsand onfusion. Strutured onversation (10.3.2).
Figure 6.40: The “talking stick” was used by Native Americans to control who was allowed to speak during a council
meeting. (redraw-K) (check permission)Linguisti markers whih allow speakers to emphasize what they wish to ommuniate.Negotiating meaning in a onversation. Eah person makes sure the other person understands. Stru-tured onversations suh as threaded hat (10.3.2).Tehniques for onversation analysis [59]: Question-answer pairs. Sequenes.

Dialog Goals Some onversations have spei� goals. Dialog is tied up with goals for a disourse.Bids for marogame. A dialog game is omposed of three goals: the goal of the initiator, the goal ofthe reipient, and a joint goal. A information o�ering game is a spei� type of game (Fig. 6.41) [39].Other types of disourse management games. These are useful approahes for onversational planning
(3.7.2).

Goal of initiator Provide particular information to recipient.

Goal of recipient To identify and receive the particular information offered.

Joint goal The responder comes to possess the particular information.

Figure 6.41: Information offering game from the viewpoint of several participants[39].

Initiator Can I give you directions to help you find something?

Recipient Yes. How do I get to the Liberty Bell?

Initiator Go down Arch Street and take a right at 5th Street.

Figure 6.42: Example of an information offering “game”[39].

Group Verbal InteractionWhen groups interat at a distane, many of the ues that guide fae-to-fae interation are missing.Di�erent methods may have to be established to oordinate suh elements as turn-taking and oorontrol (6.4.2). Bak-hannels. Toward broader ativities suh as tutoring, giving diretions, negotiation,or teahing a skill.
Conversation Beyond Verbal InteractionSoial interation beyond words. Non-verbal ues for ontrol on onversation. Eye movements. At-tentional gestures. Conversation an also be seen a part of a ontinuum of ommuniation modalities.



6.4. Conversation and Dialog 237As part of non-linguisti interation, speakers may use hand movements and other gestures (11.4.1) toemphasize points, and listeners may respond silently with nods, smiles, or other faial expressions.Modalities suh as gestures, eye ontat, and gaze (5.6.5) an be non-verbal signs of interest. Modalitiesof interation in meetings (5.6.3). Coordinating gestures in a onversation (11.4.1).
6.4.3. Sub-Languages and Institutional DialogsLanguage use is also a�eted by soial ontext. It may be better not to think of natural language as asingle entity. There are restrited languages for spei� tasks. Languages for speial situations or soialgroups are termed \sub-languages". Institutional dialogs are similar to sub-languages. The disourseis often determined by the roles of the individuals involved. Examples of institutional dialogs betweendotor and patient. The dialogs are a�eted by the relative status of the partiipants. The relativestatus is also assoiated with the beliefs and the information available to the partiipants. This ouldbe aptured with a meeting arhiving system (5.6.4) and then used as part of a medial deision supportsystem (9.9.2). Whether intentional or not, jargon ats a barrier to interation. Jargon.Inter-generational disourse. Similarly, parents speak in a distintive way to their hildren. These maybe helpful for the hild to learn language. These are known as \are-giver" languages or sometime,\Motherese". For example: \Yes, Mommy will pik baby up". Or, \Would baby like to go night,night".\Meeting talk".

Figure 6.43: Institutional dialog cartoon.

6.4.4. Synergy of Language with CultureLanguage and ategories are inter-woven with ulture (5.8.2). Language weaves together ommunities,ulture and individuals. Soiolinguistis is onerned with the language and soial interation. Lan-guage both uni�es and divides groups of people. We noted earlier the importane of language forommunities and ultures (5.8.2). Communities of pratie develop their own thesauri. One of the waysthat ommunities regulate their membership is via their use of language and they are de�ned in partby their language. Language needs to be appropriate to the setting or referene group (Fig. 6.44). [64].Common ultural assumptions allows us to disambiguate language. Kinship relationships (5.1.1).Dialets to support group identity.Culture and disourse expetations. For instane, topi-omment vs omment-topi.
Interrelatedness of Concepts and Cultural World ViewLanguage and ulture.QUOTE \Russian speakers, who have more words for light and dark blues, are better able to visuallydisriminate shades of blue.\Some indigenous tribes say north, south, east and west, rather than left and right, and as a onsequenehave great spatial orientation.\The Piraha, whose language eshews number words in favor of terms like few and many, are not ableto keep trak of exat quantities.\In one study, Spanish and Japanese speakers ouldn't remember the agents of aidental events asadeptly as English speakers ould. Why? In Spanish and Japanese, the agent of ausality is dropped:



238 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13\The vase broke itself," rather than \John broke the vase." ENDQUOTECultural interpretation. Insults, and ursing. Slang is often a way of marking a soial group.It is not surprising that language reinfores soial onventions, as in the use of honori�s to showrespet. Soial ourtesy and politeness. Crudity. \Honori�s" are expressions in language that showrespet. In Frenh, \tu" is the singular form of \you," and \vous" the plural. But the two words haveanother onnotation | \vous" is the more formal or respetful mode of address to an individual, while\tu" is more familiar or intimate.
Most members of the Arizona Tewa speech community regard their language as their unique and self-
defining possession. Many older speakers claim that their language cannot be learned by non-Tewas and
cite as evidence for this claim the fact that no Hopi, their neighbors for almost 300 years, speaks fluent
Tewa. The Tewa help perpetrate this situation by ridiculing any Hopi who attempts to utter even an
isolated word or phrase of Arizona Tewa.

Figure 6.44: Language and communities[34].There are many suh examples. Dewey lassi�ation and religion. Nonetheless, ommunities do hangede�nitions and ategory systems do hange aross time.Even gossip has a soial funtion { it helps to elaborate our models of the soial world. In other words,it is a type of information exhange. Maliious gossip.Language is also a lue as to soial status. Soial hat for understanding the layout of the soial world.Nihe use of language in spei� domains.Spread spei� information (5.1.0,  A.3.5).Government ontrol of the language itself. This an be a way to steer ulture or even to detah a peoplefrom their ultural heritage. German \language reform" by the Nazis.
6.5. Models for Language
6.5.1. Discrete Models for Language StructureIn this hapter, we have foused on natural languages; these are highly dependent on ontext nonethe-less, natural languages all generally share a struture whih an be haraterized basi formalisms. Weend this hapter with a disussion of those formalisms. Transition networks and by grammars provideformalisms whih have been widely used to model natural language syntax. These approahes haveproven espeially useful for formal languages suh as omputer programming languages. We end thishapter with a disussion of formalisms suh as transition networks and grammars whih are useful toformal languages. Petri nets (3.10.2). Sequenes of words and sequenes of phonemes modeled with astate language.

Transition Networks: ATNs and RTNsBasi transitions networks (TN) are similar to state mahines (3.10.1) but they don't over some essentialfeatures of language. They have been extended as Augmented Transition Networks (ATN) whih addregisters and a stak. Augmented Transition Networks (ATN) variables set at one point in the networkand tested in other parts of the network. ATNs are muh more general than simple state mahinesbeause they hold ontext. Fig. 6.45 shows a very simple example of how an ATN might be used tomanage a game. The states in an ATN might reet rooms in a dungeon-like game, programmed sothat the player would enounter a dragon the seond time he or she entered the room. The value \"is set to 1 in State C, this is the only irumstane under whih the dragon will appear in State D. Asa model of natural language generation, markers in an ATN ould be set to signal a plural subjet sothe verb ould be made to agree with it. Later, we will see how an ATN an be used for parsing ( A.5.4).Reursion allows statements embedded within other statements. Reursion in language. Reurrent
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Figure 6.45: A simple Augmented Transition Network (ATN). The Dragon will appear at node D only if node C has
been visited and the variable “c” has been set to 1.Transition Networks (RTNs) are an extension of ATNs whih allow ATN networks to be nested oneinside of another. These are partiularly useful when applying ATNs to natural language proessing.
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Figure 6.46: An Recursive Transition Network (RTN) for generating a regular expression can recursively embed
another RTN. (revise/redraw)

GrammarsGrammars model syntax. State mahines and transition networks desribe sequenes, but a more pow-erful tehnique for desribing sequenes suh as those in languages. Spei�ally, grammars implementreursive produtions or re-write rules. These sequenes are a sequene of states and ould be repre-sented as a state mahine, but the grammar allows the repetition of states to be simpli�ed into a moreonise statement. While most grammars are deterministi, statistial models an to provide struturessimilar to grammars ( A.5.5).Formal grammars are expressed by produtions ontaining symbols on the left-hand side, symbols onthe right-hand side, and a right-pointing arrow separating them. When stings are \generated," theomponents of the equation interat in ways that are ditated by the prodution rules. In general, theprodution rules desribed the ways that non-terminal symbols may be replaed with terminal ones;the end result of the proess, in whih only terminal symbols remain, is known as a \sentene". Allthe possible sentenes that an be onstruted (often an in�nite number) onstitute that grammar's\language". Any language that is desribed by a formal grammar is a formal language, and vieversa. Formal grammars are de�ned by very spei� orders of operations and rules for expression, andare pratially used only for omputer programming, though some are also used as models of naturallanguages.Formal grammars an be approahed in two ways: one way is to use the rules of the grammar togenerate strings of symbols, and the other way is to utilize the rules of the grammar to determinewhether or not a given string is onsistent with a partiular grammar (grammatially orret). Whilethis di�erene may seem negligible, some grammars are reated only for analysis and not for generation.There are two types of formal grammars: \generative grammars" (those that generate symbol strings)and \analyti grammars" (those that analyze symbol strings). The most notable type is Context-FreeGrammars (Fig. 6.47).
Rewrite Expansions

S: A, AB

A: x, xy, xyz

B: y, yz

Figure 6.47: A simple context-free grammar. Using this grammar the strings “x” and “xyzy” are legal while the strings
“yx” and “yzx” are not legal.
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Parsing Parsing is the identi�ation of grammatial and lexial omponents of a sequene. A parseris a part of a \ompiler" for omputer programs. It validates ontent (often a omputer program)to make sure it is syntatially orret [9]. Compilers determine whether the syntax of a omputerprogram is valid, and therefore ompatible with the operating system. Parsing an be thought of asa searh problem in whih the user tries to math the partiular ase within all possible onstrutionsof the grammar. Natural language parsing in (10.4.2). Rule-based parsing versus parsing as onstraintsatisfation (3.7.2). Parsing andidates. Parse trees ( A.5.4).There are other appliations of grammar parsing. Formal grammars form the basis of many types ofomputer programming languages. Many tehniques developed to apply to formal grammars in theoryhave been able to be applied to omputer programs and languages in atuality. There are many possibleDoument Type De�nitions (DTDs) (2.3.3) that an XML doument might use; given a doument of anunknown soure, using a parser-like program it is possible to �gure out what DTD generated it [54].
6.5.2. Corpus LinguisticsFrameNet, WordNet. Domain models. Linking to knowledge-bases ((se:knowledgebase)).

Formal LanguagesFormal languages suh as programming languages are very di�erent from natural languages. A formallanguage may be de�ned as the entire set of omplex sequenes that an be formed by ombining a �niteset of symbols (the lexion) aording to rules (i.e., the grammar). A language's \words" make up thatlanguage's \lexion". The two letters are individual symbols that have been ombined in a ertain way.The partiular pattern of symbols and the way in whih they are ombined would generally be usedto onvey meaning between two or more entities in a predetermined manner. Even with an alphabetas simple as two symbols, the potential extent of the language an be large. Mathematis (9.7.0) andmusi (11.3.2) share aspets of natural language.Theory of language. Expressiveness. Model theory.Types of programming languages: Proedural, delarative. Rule-based.
Formal Language = Rules & LexiconLanguages are generative systems | that is, a �nite store of base elements an be ombined to reatean often in�nite number of higher-level representations. All of the higher-level representations that anbe generated using the base elements are known as a language's \lexion". In formal languages, thegeneration of a lexion is onstrained by prodution rules, while in natural languages these rules aremuh less ontrolling, if they exist at all.Programming languages an speify omplex behavior. Formal languages, though, have learly de�nedsyntax rules. Computer programming languages | an important lass of formal languages | have avery rigid operating syntax. Programs will only understand ommands if they are syntatially orret.Fig. 6.48 shows the \language" of a partiular omputer program; if the language were not writtenorretly, the program would not funtion. Variables suh as \x" form the lexion. This is a trivialexample of a program meaningful programs model the world. The basi elements of a programminglanguage are assignment, loops, onditionals. Parsing to determine syntax errors. In a formal languagethe meaning of an expression, its semantis, is its behavior. Algorithms ( A.5.0).Proedural languages. Funtional languaes. lambda alulus.A formal language allows the reation of representations for omplex proesses. Formal languages anbe measured by their \expressiveness," whih is the range of meanings they an support. As a simpleexample, we might ask whether a programming language an support reursion | that is, a programmodule alls itself repeatedly. Just as there is a di�erene between the basi syntax of natural languageand the elegant use of natural language, programs an also be designed elegantly (7.9.0).
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int x=1;
main(){

while(x<=4){
printf(“ %d”,x);
x++;

}
}

Figure 6.48: A programming language, such as C, is a formal language. Here is fragment of a very simple C
language program which prints the numbers 1 2 3 4 and then ends.Minimizing errors in synhronization.Abstration of proesses [7].Programming languages for a spei� task. A programming language should make it easy to expresswhat has to be done in that ativity. This is not neessarily a general programming language. Ofourse, atually programming involves having expetations about the task and the limitations of theomputer hardware on whih the program runs.

Beyond Discrete Models for LanguagesHMMs.
6.5.3. Agent CommunicationFormal models for language beyond parsing. This is a formal approah for managing ommuniation.It does not inlude the emotional and personal interations that people �nd so important in soialinteration.Autonomous agents (7.7.8). Alife ( A.10.4). In multi-agent systems (MAS), it should be useful for helpingintelligent agents to oordinate (3.5.3). For instane, they need to share ommitments and ontrats butin a highly ontrolled framework.Coordinating agents need to sharing knowledge. Infrastruture needs shared meanings, shared pro-tools, shared ommuniation infrastruture. Indeed, agents an onsidered to be de�ned by theirommuniation [?℄).

Figure 6.49: Protocol.

Reasoning by AgentsGoal-based model of intention. Pratial reasoning often in a business ontext. Intention as a type ofplan. Bounded optimality. BDI [?℄. BDI and goals versus situated ation. Speeh ats.
Activity Theory for Agents Ativity - MotiveAtion - GoalOperation- Conditions

Exercises
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Figure 6.50: Activity theory.

Short Definitions:

Anaphora

Care-giver language

Citation index

Conversation

Dialog

Discourse Model

Floor control

Frames (verb)

Generative model

Genre

Given-new

Grammar

Honorifics

Institutional dialog

Interlingua

Intertextuality

Lexicon

Markers (linguistic)

Mixed-initiative system

Morphology

Narrative

Neologism

Paraphrase

Parsing

Polysemy

Pragmatics

Regular expression

Transition network

Transformational grammar

Semantic field

State machine

Speech act

Turing test

Turn taking

Review Questions:
1. What is the relationship between syntax and grammars? (6.2.2)

2. Give an example of semantic cohesion (6.2.3)

3. Give examples of each type of speech act in Fig. 6.21. (6.3.1)

4. What’s the difference between “narrative” and “exposition”. (6.3.6)

5. Give an example of the use of each of the “conversational maxims” in Fig. 6.38. (6.4.1)

6. Give two fundamental approaches for representing sequences. (6.4.1, 6.5.1)

7. Evaluate the following regular expressions following Fig. ?? (6.5.1):
a) Does aXb match a*b
b) Does aaaab match a*b
c) Does abccccc match a*b*c

8. Is the statement “PQTUVY” legal in a context-free grammar with the following rewrite rules? (6.1.0, 6.5.1)

LHS RHS

S AB, CDE

A J,KL

B MNO

C PQ,RS

D TUV, WX

E Y, Z

9. Differentiate between formal and natural language grammars. Give examples. (6.2.2), 6.5.1

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Is “hot dog” one word or two? Justify your answer. (6.2.1)

2. What are “concepts”? How do they relate to words? (6.2.1)

3. Find a videotape of a conversation (e.g., from a movie) and specify in detail the interaction between the speakers in it.
(6.3.1)

4. Use the relationships described in Fig. 2.50 to code a discussion. (6.3.5)
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5. Components of narrative. (6.3.6)

6. Describe how grammars are related to XML. (2.3.3, 6.5.1)

7. Specify a simple language, develop a parser for it, generate statements in that language and develop a compiler to validate
those statements. (6.5.1)

8. The evaluation of mathematical expressions follows an “order of precedence” which are a type of re-write rule. Make a
parse tree for the expression: 1+(2*3). (6.5.1)

Going Beyond:
1. To what extent do languages affect perception of objects is described? (6.1.0)

2. How would you define language. By your definition, do animals “have language”? Do computers “have language”?(6.1.0)

3. Is the use and learning of natural language a human instinct? (6.1.0)

4. Write a part-of-speech tagger. Include a dictionary of terms. (6.2.2)

5. Is it possible to cleanly separate syntax from semantics? (6.2.2)

6. There is a connection between word definitions and the creation of data models. There has been a proposal for creating
structured word definition. How feasible is that? (6.2.3).

7. How do we know the definition of a word is accurate? (6.2.3)

8. What are the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of a book cataloging system? (2.5.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.3, 6.3.1)

9. Explain the difference between “semantic structure’ and “rhetorical structure”. (6.2.3, 6.3.5)

10. Describe a brief discussion between a patient and a doctor. Develop a system of speech acts for a medical interview.
(6.3.1)

11. Quote two examples of the given-new principle in a newspaper. (6.3.2)

12. How is explanation different from description? (6.3.4)

13. How is “conversation” by email different from spoken conversation? (4.2.1, 6.4.0)

14. Compare the S.O.A.P. principles for collection management in a library with Grice’s Maxims for conversation (6.4.1,
7.1.2)

15. Observe and describe the difference in language use of school children, teenagers, and adults. (6.4.4)

16. Describe the relationship between discrete grammars and HMMs. (6.2.2, 6.5.1,  A.5.5)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: This chapter provides a conceptual foundation for understanding different aspects of natural
language.

Instructor Strategies: The presentation could focus on either formal languages or natural language, Within natural
language teaching could focus on either the structure of function of language.
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